Positive Identification of DNA Cleavage by CRISPR-Cas9 Using Pyrene Excimer Fluorescence to Detect a Subnanometer Structural Change.
The Cas9 nuclease binds and cleaves DNA through its large-scale structural rearrangements. However, its unique property of not releasing the cleaved DNA has forbidden spectroscopic detection of the cleavage event. Here, we employ a novel fluorescence probe based on pyrene excimer emission to detect a minute structural change not detectable by other methods and demonstrate its applicability to spectroscopic tracking of the Cas9 nuclease activity in time. We show that the intensity of excimer emission depends sensitively on a subtle change in the structural environment of the target nucleic acid, which enables discrimination between cleaved and uncleaved nucleic acids within the DNA/Cas9/gRNA ternary complex. Kinetic parameters were obtained from the temporal evolution of the excimer emission, which revealed that DNA binding is hardly affected by PAM-distal mismatches, whereas the rate of cleavage by Cas9 decreases dramatically even with a 1-bp mismatch. Spectroscopic studies using the pyrene-based probe should be promising for biomolecular systems affected by subnm structural changes.